A cancer dedicated
pipeline for detection of
somatic mutations and
clonal dynamic analysis.
®
is a
comprehensive and fast
pipeline based on state of
the art algorithms which
provide full detection and
annotation of variants.

Massive parallel sequencing of nucleic acids enables large scale DNA
analysis. The most prevalent implementation of these next generation
sequencing technologies for oncology is mutation detection via
targeted panels. Onco LifePipe® detects and annotates variants in
tumoral samples using several bioinformatics tools in order to identify
clinically relevant mutations.
VARIANT DETECTION..
Raw sequence reads are aligned against the reference genome. Sequencing data is processed to allow highly accurate detection of mutations. Low quality reads are removed.
Local realignments of reads around insertions or deletions is performed, followed by
recalibration of bases quality scores.
Variant detection is then performed by combining the results of several variant callers.
Each variant caller has been chosen according to its specific quality. This selection of
tools enables high sensitivity detection of punctual mutations as well as insertions and
deletions. This approach also allows the accurate identification of subclonal mutations
with low variant allele frequencies.
Quality annotation added for each variant provides indications to distinguish somatic
mutations from sequencing errors.

VARIANT ANNOTATION..
Each variant is traced back to the gene, coding exon and functional domain level. Its
functional impact prediction is also computed using several methods to establish their
probability of being deleterious.
The frequency of each variant in the current analyzed run is computed in order to
distinguish sequencing errors from real mutations. In the same way, the frequency
of each variant in all runs analyzed by the pipeline is also reported.
All variants are annotated using different pathogenic and nonpathogenic catalogs
of variants, to highlight mutations having higher clinical significance probability.

QUALITY VALIDATION OF SEQUENCING PANEL...
A quality validation is performed on sequencing results and reports for each sample
validate that variant results can be interpreted:
• Check that most sequenced reads have been aligned to the reference genome
• Check that most aligned reads are inside the intervals targeted by the panel
• Summarize the description of depth coverage by genes targeted by the panel
• Detailed description of depth coverage of all intervals targeted by the panel
Panel targeted sequencing uses molecular methods to isolate clinically relevant segments of a genome, such
as mutation hot spots, coding exons or other specific genomic regions. The size of these panels ranges from
a few genes to hundreds. These assays allow the large sequencing depth required to track clonal as well as
minor subclonal mutations.

WHY CHOOSE ONCO LIFEPIPE® ?..
Onco LifePipe® has been developed by Life&Soft to meet all the needs of biologists and
researchers dealing with DNA variations. The quality and diversity of annotations help
the classification of variants between certain and uncertain clinical significance. The high
accuracy of subclonal mutations detection allows clonal dynamic tracking.

Complete

Quality

Supported

Easy to deploy

You can analyze your sequencing results obtained by different
sequencing technologies and all analysis platforms.
The tool can be adapted for all your targeted panels.
Our tool provides comprehensive annotations for each variant to
facilitate distinction between germinal and somatic mutations.
Ranking rules are also used to classify variants and easily interpret
the results.
Onco LifePipe® is also able to detect clonal as well as subclonal
mutations with high accuracy to enable clonal dynamic tracking
of tumors.
Our developments follow a strict quality process
in accordance with ISO 62304 recommendations.
Onco LifePipe® is CE Marked for use as an aid for
diagnosis and screening.
Regular updates are released by our team to always benefit from
the most up-to-date algorithms. We also provide support and
training for users to familiarize them with the tool and help them
in the interpretation of their data.
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“

Most tumors are heterogenous
and are composed of distinct molecular
clones. Subclonal mutations are defined
as mutations not present in the entire
proportion of malignant cells and can be
difficult to detect. ”

Compliant

Onco LifePipe® makes use of Docker® technology to allow quick and
easy deployement onto your IT infrastructure.
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